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Forward
The Aviation Technology Program has, as its primary objective, the education and training of
students for a career in aviation. First, by providing two years of college education in cultural
and scientific courses leading to a degree of Associate of Applied Science, Aviation
Technology. Second, by providing flight and ground training in preparation for the FAA written
examinations and practical flight tests for various pilot and flight instructor certificates and
ratings.
The rules and policies set forth in this handbook have been developed with three principle
objectives in mind:
1. To make our program the safest possible.
2. To increase the quality and effectiveness of the flight program.
3. To ensure that the scheduled flights are made with minimum confusion and delay.
Every student who plans to receive flight instruction through Colorado Northwestern
Community College is required to read and understand these policies and rules. Instructors will
ensure that this condition has been met prior to the first flight with each student pilot.
Throughout these Colorado Northwestern Community College (CNCC) manuals, unless the
context requires otherwise:
1. Words importing the singular include the plural;
2. Words importing the plural include the singular; and
3. Words importing the masculine gender include the feminine. Also, the word:
a. “The College” refers to CNCC;
b. “Shall” or “must” is used in the imperative sense;
c. “May” is used in a permissive sense to state authority or permission to do the act
prescribed, and the words “no student may…” or “a student may not…” mean that
no student is required, authorized, or permitted to do the act prescribed; and
d. “Includes” means “includes but is not limited to.”
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Student Enrollment
At the time of enrollment in any part 141 training course, each student must receive a copy of
the following:
(1) A certificate of enrollment
(2) A copy of the student’s training syllabus
(3) A copy of the safety procedures and practices

General Rules
1. Students will be expected to comply with all applicable Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR’s) and CNCC procedures.
2. Attendance is required at all scheduled flying and class periods. Failure to comply with this
will result in not being allowed to participate in special events such as field trips or NIFA
competitions.
3. The student and their instructor should work together to make the best use of each
scheduled flight block. The flight time requirements for all approved courses are minimum
requirements. All students must meet FAA Practical Test Standards or Airmen Certification
Standards. To achieve these skills in the time allowed, it will be necessary for the students
to apply themselves diligently to their flight training.
4. All flights will be made in CNCC approved aircraft and each individual flight must be
specifically authorized by, and under the supervision of, a CNCC approved flight instructor.
The flight must also be a specific requirement of the CNCC Pilot Certification Courses. All
flights will be made in accordance with the applicable rules of Part 61, Part 91, and/or Part
141 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR 14).
5. The College is certified to instruct students under Part 61 (Flight Training Certification) and
Part 141 (Pilot Schools). The College is required to maintain an approved student’s pilot
record for all flight and ground school training for the curriculum the student is enrolled in.
A personal logbook will also be maintained by all students. The approved student pilot
record will be used by the College as the basis for determining whether the student has
fulfilled the minimum requirements of the pertinent Part 141 approved curriculum, and
the records will be maintained for one (1) year from the date of completion.
6. All flights to be counted as part of the approved curriculum must be either dual or solo
and entered into the student’s pilot record by stage and lesson number.
7. During any stage check, the ability of the student to perform to the specified standards for
each required pilot operation will be based on the guidelines set forth by the CNCC
training course outline (TCO) in accordance with FAR 61.43.
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8. If necessary, in the interest of flight safety or the achievement of program objectives,
disciplinary action may be taken by the student’s instructor, the Chief Flight Instructor, the
Assistant Chief Flight Instructor, the Program Director, or an Airmen Conduct Review
Board consisting of college aviation personnel and college administrators.
9. The student and/or the instructor may request changes in flight instructor assignments.
The Program Director or the Chief Flight Instructor may grant approval.

Airmen Conduct Review Board
Defined – An Airmen Conduct Review Board is a committee that is convened to investigate a
behavior or pattern of behaviors by a student that are deemed to place the safety or wellbeing of themselves, others, or College property at risk. The Board can be convened also in the
event that the student is displaying a behavior or pattern of behaviors indicative of a failure to
thrive. A failure to thrive is defined as a lack of progression in ground or flight training, an
obvious lack of personal motivation, or an unwillingness to be prepared for flight lessons.
Structure – The Airmen Conduct Review Board will include at least two faculty
members/employees consisting of: Program Director, Chief Flight Instructor, Assistant Chief
Flight Instructor, Senior Flight Instructor, or Associate Flight Instructor. If necessary, other
faculty or staff members may be included. The Dean of Career and Technical Education (CTE)
will be notified and requested to serve as an observer to the proceedings, but Dean
attendance is not mandatory. A faculty member from another CNCC discipline may also serve
on the Board if so designated by the VP or Dean of CTE. Reasonable effort will be made to
ensure attendance by the student, but the student’s refusal or inability to attend shall not
impact the validity of the Board findings.
Purpose – To determine and address the cause of the student’s unwillingness or inability to act
in accordance with the Student Pilot Handbook and FAA regulations. It shall be the Board’s
purpose to review the student’s performance as part of the review.
Activating the Airmen Conduct Review Board – To activate an Airmen Conduct Review Board, a
faculty member/employee must relay a pertinent report or warning to the Program Director
or Chief Flight Instructor, or it may be directly initiated by the Program Director or Chief Flight
Instructor. The notice of convening the Review Board will be made to the student within 96
hours of receiving or instigating the referral and the student’s flight status shall be suspended.
The student may return to flight status after the Airmen Conduct Review Board convenes and
renders its decision, depending on the Board’s findings. The Board will meet as soon as
feasible to minimize flight time lost to the student, but always within 14 days of the initial
referral data, whether the student is available or not and whether the student has
acknowledged the receipt of the report.
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Function of the Airmen Conduct Review Board – After reviewing all of the documented training
performance records (both flight and ground) and interviews with the student (if available)
and faculty, a recommendation will be made that considers the best interest of the student,
the program, and the College. A notice of action delineating one of the three options below
will be mailed to the student’s residence of record and will also be sent to the D2L and/or
CCCS email address of the student. The student is responsible for perusal of the notice of
action and the Board shall have no further responsibility in the matter, as the email timestamp shall be deemed adequate proof of delivery.
Recommendation of the Board may include:
 Probation – This recommendation would be appropriate if the Board determines that
the student demonstrates significant deficiencies, (with minimal risk to the safety of
the student, others individuals, and College property), but remediation is possible
within one semester. The Board must clearly state probationary goals, with specific
deadlines for accomplishment.
 Dismissal – This recommendation would be appropriate if the Board determines that
the student demonstrates pronounced deficiencies (with significant ongoing risk to
student, other individual, or College property). This recommendation would also be
appropriate for a student that was placed on Probation at a previous Airmen Conduct
Review Board and did not accomplish probationary goals in the time frame specified by
the Board. In case of a dismissal recommendation, the Board must clearly state the
deficiencies that indicate a failure to thrive and/or place the well-being of the student,
others, or College property at risk and state why remediation is not a viable option.
The appeal must be made within 10 days of the student being notified of the Board
findings.
 No Action Required – This recommendation would be appropriate if the Board
determines that documentation and interviews have not demonstrated deficiencies.
An Airmen Conduct Review Board may be required at any point during flight training if a safety
concern is noted, up to and including the day of a scheduled checkride. If a student safety issue
is not satisfactorily resolved, then the student will not be signed off for the rating or certificate
sought and may have existing endorsements revoked. Failure of a student to attend a duly
scheduled Review Board does not relieve the student of responsibility to meet the requirements
of the Board. However, as a student may not be physically available and whether the incident is
related to safety or professionalism, the student need not acknowledge the incident for it to be
deemed valid.
Appeal – Dismissal from the program may be appealed to the Vice President (VP) of
Instruction in writing within 7 days of the student being so informed; via email, US mail, or
personal appearance. However, the primary purpose of appeal is to ensure that due process
and policy has been followed. Reinstatement of a student because of an issue related to safety
must be accompanied by requiring additional coursework. The faculty/employees have a
8
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primary responsibility to protect all students which cannot be over-ridden. The Vice President
may seek additional input from aviation professionals outside the institution if reinstatement
is considered relating to issues of safety. Reinstatement for issues related to professionalism
must primarily consider whether the process was followed properly, the standard was applied
fairly, and that the student’s behavior or performance notably differed from the behavior or
performance of other students remaining in the program. A decision on an appeal in most
cases will be rendered within 14 days of the receipt of an appeal.

Student Concerns/Grievance Procedure
Students are encouraged to utilize a proactive and constructive approach to conflict
resolution.
1. Students are to address class issues with their classmates, instructor issues with
instructors, and program concerns with the Program Director.
2. Please be as specific as possible in identifying a concern. Suggested solutions are
encouraged.
3. Do not let a concern grow into a big problem before addressing the issue with the
appropriate party.
4. When addressing concerns, the student must follow the appropriate chain of command
(see Appendix II).

Observer Policy and
As CNCC is a Flight Training institution and not a passenger-carrying airline, the following rules
will apply:
 Observers will be considered only on dual training flights, which originate and
terminate at the home base at Rangely and they must remain with that flight
throughout its entirety.
 An approved flight instructor must occupy a pilot seat at all times during the flight.
 If the observer is not a CNCC student the flight must be mutually approved by:
o First, the student receiving the instruction;
o Second, that student’s instructor;
o Third, the Program Director or Chief Flight Instructor.
 Weight and balance, density altitude, performance data concerning the flight must be
signed by the authorized instructor and a copy of a government issued photo ID
attached to the risk assessment.
 A refusal by any of the parties involved will not require any explanation, and will be
accepted by all as final. Any exceptions to these rules must be approved by the
Program Director.
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Attendance – Flight
Attendance is required at all flight, simulator, and classroom sessions.
Unauthorized Absences from Scheduled Flights
1. Flight, simulator, and oral instruction sessions may be charged to the student’s flight
account at the instructor rate for the entire scheduled flight block.
2. An unauthorized absence* is any absence not excused at least 24 hours in advance by
filling out an Unavailability Request Sheet and submitting it to their flight instructor or
scheduler.
 After the first unexcused absence, the instructor will counsel the student before
scheduling the next flight assignment.
 The second unexcused absence will trigger a suspension of flight status and the
student will be subject to a review by the Program Director or Chief Flight Instructor.
The student will be charged as per stated above.
 The third unexcused absence will trigger a suspension of flight status and an airmen
conduct review board. The student will be charged as per stated above.
If the student feels they have been charged in error, they may request in writing that the
charge be scrutinized. This written request should be given to their flight instructor, who will
make any necessary comments on it and submit it to the Chief Flight Instructor, Assistant
Chief Flight Instructor, or Program Director, who will make the final determination.
*Students will receive a written copy of a no-show/absence form for any absence. No student
shall be suspended without due process procedures, provided those students are not subject
to disciplinary suspension for other reasons.

Attendance – Ground School
Unauthorized absences from ground school classes will be handled according to the class
instructor. Students enrolled in 141 ground schools must make up all absences.

Inactive Student Policy
All Aviation Technology students that have not been active in the last four (4) months will be
sent a letter from CNCC stating that the student’s Part 141, or Part 61, enrollment will be
terminated in fifteen (15) days unless the student notified CNCC regarding their intentions.
“Active” means the student is either flying in the program, attending aviation or related
ground school courses, or both, as determined by the Program Director or Chief Flight
Instructor.
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Flight Course Grades
Each student will receive periodic proficiency stage checks by the Chief Flight Instructor,
Assistant Chief Flight Instructor, or other check instructor to determine a student’s progress
toward program objectives. In the case of a stage check that is unsatisfactorily completed, the
student will be allowed to retest after additional instruction is received.

Maneuver Grades (Tasks)
On dual flights, students will be graded on a scale of 1-5 by their individual flight instructor as
follows.
1 – Excellent
2 – Above Average
3 – Average
4 – Below Average
5 – Unacceptable
On solo flights, tasks completed will be marked as an “S” by their individual flight instructors
after the flight is checked in.

Stage Check Grades
All maneuvers and tasks required during stage checks will be graded using the above grading
scale. This is to evaluate the student’s performance on all maneuvers to better assess the
student’s exact level or performance.
Note: All approved ground school stage exams must be passed with a score of 80% or better.
The class grade reflects an average of all approved syllabus exams and class work assigned by
the course instructor.

Academic Standards
1. All aviation students are expected to comply with the CNCC policies regarding academic
standards, probation, suspension, and expulsion (reference the CNCC general catalog).
2. Any student who receives a “D” in any AVT course will be placed on probation within the
aviation technology program. Upon receipt of a second “D,” the student will be subject to
review and possible dismissal from the program.
3. Any student who receives an “F” in any AVT class will be subject to review and possible
dismissal from the program.
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4. A student with grades of “D” or below in any AVT class may be counseled their flight status
may be suspended by the Program Director. It then becomes the responsibility of the
student to provide proof of satisfactory academic progress to the Program Director or
Chief Flight Instructor in order to return to flight status.
5. In some instances a student may be allowed to continue in the program despite the fact
that proof of satisfactory progress is not supported. Counseling, however, will tend to
discourage the student from continuing the program in these cases because passing the
FAA knowledge and practical exams would be unlikely and an employment
recommendation by CNCC doubtful.
6. If at any time during the school year, the student feels their work is not progressing
satisfactorily, it is the student’s responsibility to consult with their instructor(s) for the
class(es) in which there are problems.
7. Student must maintain an 80% or better on all ground school stage check exams. Failure to
maintain an 80% in ground school courses may result in a suspension of flight status. If a
student fails to complete a flight course due to a suspension of flight status an “F” will be
issued for a flight class and as referenced above may be grounds for dismissal from the
flight program.

Scheduling
All dual and solo flights will be scheduled via MyFBO by central scheduling or staff at CNCC.
It will be the responsibility of the student to know, by checking and monitoring MyFBO, when
they are scheduled to fly dual or solo.
Students should plan to arrive before their scheduled block time to claim their aircraft. Aircraft
will only be held for 15 minutes into the scheduled block time. Late arrivals of greater than 15
minutes may find that the aircraft has been rescheduled to another flight student and the
flight will be considered an unexcused absence.
Flight time may be canceled by the student by informing their instructor or program
coordinator at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled flight time. Before any flight
cancellation is considered, the student should read the attendance policy. The Chief Flight
instructor or the student’s instructor will not be obligated to reschedule flight time requested
off by the student. Once the flight schedule is posted, each student is expected to complete
their scheduled blocks. If you know ahead of time, you must fill out an Unavailability Request
Sheet.
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Flight Authorization Procedures
Students should arrive at the airport at least 30 minutes before the scheduled flight time and
begin the preflight procedure as soon as an aircraft is available in order to assure maximum
flying time in each flight period. Aircraft should have no less than the minimum recommended
amount of fuel and oil for each flight.
1. Before each flight, the student must fill out a risk assessment sheet for the aircraft
assigned, aircraft weight and balance, and practice area to be used.
2. The student must then determine that there are no open squawks (maintenance
discrepancies), airworthiness directives (AD’s) are complied with, and inspections are
current.
3. For cross-country flights, weather and other information pertinent to the flight must be
obtained and the student must have contact with air traffic control (ATC), either in filing a
flight plan or obtaining VFR flight following.
4. On returning from the flight, the student must return the clipboard and key. It is the pilot’s
responsibility to close the flight plan if one has been filed.

Standards of Dress
Cold weather flights require a heavy coat, gloves, cold weather footwear on all cross-country
flights. Survival kits are available in the CNCC aircraft storage hangar.
Any pilot or passenger flying in a CNCC aircraft will wear the following:
(1) Shoes that cover feet – no sandals
(2) Long trousers/slacks – no shorts or leggings
(3) On cross country flights, all students and instructors will wear a shirt/blouse with a
collar, slacks with a belt, and shoes that cover the entire foot. All pilots, even a student
pilot, are a reflection of CNCC, the staff, and every other student at CNCC.
Note: In order to protect the body from fire or exposure to the elements in an aircraft
accident, it is essential that the torso and leg areas be adequately covered by clothing.
In addition to the safety aspect of dress requirements, a professional appearance represents
the school. Professionalism is mandatory at all levels in the aviation industry. Personal conduct
and appearance should, at all times, reflect the professionalism of the CNCC flight
department. Appropriate dress, personal cleanliness, and well-groomed hair all convey the
proper image of our professionals. The confines of the cockpit are small, and strict personal
hygiene is a must.
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Students are expected to purchase and maintain a formal flight uniform for official events
such as checkrides or graduation ceremonies. The flight uniform consists of black slacks, a
black belt, a white long sleeve pilot shirt with epaulet holders, black dress shoes, dress socks,
and a long neck tie (school colors).

Payment of Fees
Each flight student must establish a prepay flight account prior to the start of each semester
based upon the estimated number of hours to be flown in that semester and the type of
aircraft to be used. To be regularly scheduled, students are responsible for keeping money in
their flight account. All flying will be charged against the student’s flight account at the regular
rates established by the College for the specific aircraft being used.
One on one ground instruction with a student’s flight instructor is an essential part of flight
training and is to be expected. During these sessions, students will be charged the normal
instructor rate. Additionally, time used before and after flight to brief and debrief will be
charged at the normal instructor rate.
Students will be charged the dual rate for the entirety of their initial solo lesson. This includes
when the instructor exits the airplane and the student continues solo.
Additional funding may be needed for those students requiring flight time that exceeds the
estimates and should be considered to prevent suspension of flight status due to insufficient
funds in the flight account.
Students completing their requirements in less than the estimated times will receive credit or
return for the unused portion of their account.
A student must have a minimum of $500 deposited in their flight account to begin flying on
the first flying day of the semester.
1. The student will be notified when their money has reached $500 or below.
2. If the account balance is $200 or below the students flight status will be suspended until
the account is back to a minimum balance of $500, unless the $200 is enough to finish the
stage in the course or the Program Director or Chief Flight Instructor has approved other
arrangements.
Note: If the student is receiving financial aid for their education, the account must be set up
and administered through CNCC in Rangely.
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Practical and Knowledge Tests
Practical Tests
Upon the successful completion of the end of course test, the student’s instructor may
recommend them for a practical test with an FAA Designated Pilot Examiner (DPE) or the FAA.
Students taking practical tests with the DPE will be charged a fee for the test. The individual
DPE determines this amount. This fee will not be paid out of the students flight account unless
paperwork is completed two weeks prior to the checkride through the cashier’s office.
The DPE will be assigned by the chief flight instructor or program director.
Knowledge Test
The authorized PSI computer FAA written tests may be scheduled through the flight
coordinator in flight operations office.
The student must take the knowledge test for course completion and to progress to stage
three of flight. The cost for the written exam is $175.00 and needs to be paid in advance
through PSI’s website. If the student needs to cancel their written, they must do so at least 24
hours in advance to ensure that they get a refund.

Probation Period
Due to the complex nature of the Aviation Technology Program, and the requirement in the
aviation industry for disciplined and well-trained pilots, all entering students are put on
probation whether working on their Private, Commercial, or Instrument Ratings for one
semester. A student must demonstrate they are qualified to continue in the aviation program.
Each student will be continually evaluated during, and at the end of that semester.
There will be a week-to-week evaluation based on student professionalism and performance.
At the end of the semester, a Board that consists of the Program Director, the Chief Flight
Instructor, Assistant Chief Flight Instructor, and the primary flight instructor of the student will
convene to discuss all the evaluations, as well as the overall evaluation of the student. During
the evaluation process, if a student is found to be having difficulties in a number of areas, they
may be advised to not continue in the flight program. This probation period is deemed
essential, as a career in aviation may not have been the best choice. The program requires
academic and mechanical abilities and a dedication to the program and the profession.
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CNCC Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy Purpose
1. A compelling interest of CNCC is providing a safe learning environment for its students.
Throughout the nation, substance abuse has been linked to numerous accidents. Students
not only endanger themselves when they are impaired, but also their fellow students and
pilots.
2. Aviation is extremely safety sensitive. The College has a particularly compelling interest in
maintaining safety in this department. Alcohol and drug abuse in aviation present severe
dangers to life and property, health risks, and threatens the effectiveness and efficiency of
the department’s mission.
3. Because of the many problems that may result from student substance abuse, the College
has established the following policies and procedures for the aviation department dealing
with student alcohol and drug abuse.

Statement of Policy
To ensure a safe and productive learning environment at all college facilities and to safeguard
college property: the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession, use, sale
or transfer of alcohol, drugs, or controlled substances on any college premises, or during
college class, study or flight time is strictly prohibited.
1. No student may arrive for flight lessons within 12 hours after the consumption of any
alcoholic beverage.
2. No student may arrive for flight lessons while impaired by alcohol or any drug. If a student
arrives for a flight lesson while impaired, disciplinary sanctions will be imposed.
3. The College reserves the right to require any student in the aviation department to submit
an alcohol and/or drug test at the College’s expense through any outside qualified agency
or facility if there is a reasonable suspicion that the student is impaired due to drug or
alcohol use. The flight department is also required to test students at random as part of
our drug policy. Reasonable suspicion must be based on specific, contemporaneous
physical, behavioral, or performance indicators. Instructors will receive training in making
this determination. The determination must be jointly made by at least two college
employees, but need not be based on first-hand observation by both. Students who are
requested to submit an alcohol and/or drug test will be asked to sign a consent form and
release form authorizing the test to be performed and the results to be released to the
College.
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4. In addition, CNCC requires post-accident drug testing. As soon as possible after an
accident, but in no case later than 32 hours after the accident, the affected covered
student(s) and instructor, if applicable, must submit a drug and/or alcohol test.
5. Students must inform the College immediately of an alcohol related arrest. The student
will be suspended and attend a hearing to determine an outcome.
6. CNCC has implemented a program of unannounced testing of all students.
7. Drug tests prescribed by this section will be for marijuana, cocaine, opiates, phencyclidine
(PCP), amphetamines, and the metabolites of those drugs.
8. The College will designate a person, knowledgeable of substance abuse disorders. The
designee shall review and interpret confirmed positive test results. The designee shall
examine alternate medical explanations for any positive test results. This action may
include conducting a medical interview and review of the student’s medical history, or
review of any other relevant biomedical factors. The designee shall review all medical
records made available by the tested student when a confirmed positive test could have
resulted from legally prescribed medication. Where practicable, the designee shall give the
student an opportunity to discuss the test result. Before obtaining medical information
from the student, the designee shall inform the student that information may be disclosed
to college personnel as necessary pursuant to these rules. A drug test shall not be
determined to be positive until it has been reviewed by the designee and verified by the
designee to be positive.
9. A student with a confirmed and reviewed positive test may be placed on a suspended
flight status. The student’s flight status will remain suspended until the student is given the
opportunity for an informal hearing with one or more college personnel, where they will
be given notice of the test results, an opportunity to explain them, and the opportunity to
present reasons why they should not be suspended. The student may be suspended
following such informal hearing.
10. The student may, within 10 days and at their expense, direct the initial testing laboratory
to send a portion of the sample to another qualified laboratory for testing, with the results
being sent directly to CNCC. In such an event, the student will be consulted concerning
such results and given an informal opportunity to present their side of the matter before
any further sanctions.
11. Any student whose test is confirmed positive without adequate explanation must
complete a rehabilitation program and obtain designee approval before returning to flight
lessons.
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All test results arising from this policy are confidential and any information regarding them
should be communicated on a strict "need to know" basis. The results will be available to the
FAA and, if part of an accident investigation, to the National Transportation Safety Board. Any
student who refuses to submit to a drug or alcohol test or refuses to sign a consent and
release form will be subject to sanctions also. These sanctions may include reprimand,
removal from flight status, and completion of a drug/alcohol abuse assistance or rehabilitation
program or dismissal from the program.

Definitions
Alcohol or Alcoholic Beverages
Beer, wine, and all forms of distilled liquor containing ethyl alcohol. References to use or
possession of alcohol include use or possession of any beverage, mixture, or preparation
containing ethyl alcohol.
Drug
Any substance (other than alcohol) that has known mind or function altering effects on a
person, including psychoactive substances and including, but not limited to, substances
prohibited or controlled by Colorado and federal controlled substances laws, including the
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. § 812, and as further defined by regulation at 21 C.F.R.
1308.11 through 1308.15).
Prescribed Drug
Any substance prescribed for the individual consuming it by a licensed medical or dental
practitioner.
Impaired
Where a student’s behavior or condition adversely affects performance (e.g., reduced
alertness, coordination, reactions, responses, or effort) or threatens the safety of themselves
or others, or property; or where there are other specific, observations concerning the
appearance, behavior, speech or body odors of the student which reasonably indicate
impairment of normal human functions.
Aircraft Accident 14 C.F.R. § 830.2
An occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft which takes place between the
time any person boards the aircraft with the intention of flight and all such persons have
disembarked, and in which any person suffers death or serious injury, or in which the aircraft
receives substantial damage.
Serious Injury 14 C.F.R. § 830.2
Any injury which: (1) requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing within 7
days from the date of the injury was received; (2) results in a fracture of any bone (except
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simple fractures of fingers, toes, or nose); (3) causes severe hemorrhages, nerve, muscle, or
tendon damage; (4) involves any internal organ; or (5) involves second or third-degree burns,
or any burns affecting more than 5 percent of the body surface.
Substantial Damage 14 C.F.R. § 830.2
Damage or failure which adversely affects the structural strength, performance, or flight
characteristics of the aircraft, and which would normally require major repair or replacement
of the affected component. Engine failure or damage limited to an engine if only one engine
fails or is damaged, bent fairings or cowling, dented skin, small punctured holes in the skin or
fabric, ground damage to rotor or propeller blades, and damage to landing gear, wheels, tires,
flaps, engine accessories, brakes, or wingtips are not considered “substantial damage.”
Flight Status
A student who is in good standing will automatically be placed in flight status (allowed to fly).
A suspended flight status means a student is not eligible for flight training and/or solo flight
operations.

Use of Prescription and/or Over-the-Counter Medications
Any student who is using a prescribed or over-the counter drug and has reason to believe or
feels that the use of any such drug may affect their ability to perform safely and/or efficiently
is required to report such drug use to their instructor. Students should contact their Aviation
Medical Examiner (AME) regarding prescription drug use.
In those circumstances where the use of a prescribed or over-the-counter drug is inconsistent
with the safe and efficient operation of an aircraft a students’ flight status may be suspended,
or other action determined to be appropriate by the program director.

Interpretation
This policy is to be construed under the laws of Colorado and in harmony with the laws and
constitutions of the United States of American and the State of Colorado. With respect to
students subject to FAA regulations, this policy is intended to comply with all applicable
regulations and shall be construed in harmony with such regulations.

Discipline
1. Behavior in a manner contrary to safety, violations of Federal Aviation Regulations, CNCC
policy, or operating rules may disqualify a student from further participation in the flight
program.
2. In the case of violations, the student’s instructor may suspend the students’ flight status
pending an investigation and possible hearing.
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3. The Chief Flight Instructor or Program Director should be notified immediately of the
problem and be brought up to date with all available information about the situation. If
found necessary, an Airmen Conduct Review Board will be convened.
4. The recommendation of the Board will depend upon the seriousness of the violation and
may be that the student be placed on probationary flight status; that they be suspended
or dismissed from the flight program or the College; or that they be subject to some less
serious disciplinary action designed by the Board to reduce the probability of occurrence
of similar incidents.

National Intercollegiate Flying Association Policies
The National Intercollegiate Flying Association (NIFA) is an organization that promotes
airmanship, leadership, collegiality, and safety. To that effect, NIFA holds annual Safety and
Flight Evaluation Conferences (SAFECON) with flight and ground events. Regional events are
held and qualifying teams advance to a national event. The competitors are students from
each college’s flight program representing freshmen and sophomore classes.
CNCC offers AVT 275 (NIFA) in the fall semester. This course prepares the competitors for
their assigned tasks within the competition. The course itself and participation are
requirements to attend the competitions but they do not guarantee you a place on the
travelling competition team. Funding and space is limited so the NIFA coaches will determine
who will attend the regional and national events, their decision is final. If the event is
cancelled or postponed to the next semester and this causes a student to be unavailable to
attend, the student will NOT receive a refund for tuition.
Competitors represent their college, so professionalism and academics are of the utmost
importance. Throughout the competition season, any competitor can be removed from the
travelling competition team by a coach or the Program Director. That decision is final. Reasons
for removal include but are not limited to conduct unbecoming a college representative,
failure to meet academic standards (poor grades, incompletes, etc.), missing more than one
(1) unexcused practice, nonparticipation in fundraising, or a safety violation.
As stated earlier, funding is limited and travel and practice are expensive. The college does
subsidize travel but participation in fundraising activities is mandatory and crucial to meeting
monetary goals. Each team member, regardless of travel status, is required to participate.
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Weather Minimums for Flight
Condition of Flight
Solo Flight Day

Solo Flight Night

Dual Flight Day

Dual Flight Night

Pattern
2000’ AGL
5 SM
15 kts crosswind
20 kts total
5000’ AGL
10 SM
10 kts crosswind
15 kts total
1500’ AGL
3 SM
15 kts crosswind
25 kts total
2000’ AGL
5 SM
15 kts crosswind
20 kts total

Practice Area
5000’ AGL
10 SM
15 kts crosswind
20 kts total
5000’ AGL
10 SM
10 kts crosswind
15 kts total
3000’ AGL
5 SM
15 kts crosswind
25 kts total
3000’ AGL
8 SM
15 kts crosswind
20 kts total

Cross Country
5000’ AGL
10 SM
15 kts crosswind
20 kts total
5000’ AGL
10 SM
10 kts crosswind
15 kts total
3000’ AGL
8 SM
15 kts crosswind
25 kts total
3000’ AGL
10 SM
15 kts crosswind
20 kts total

Flights that are not within these minimums must be approved in writing on the risk
assessment prior to the flight by the Program Director or Chief Flight Instructor.

Weather Considerations
1. If the forecast weather is doubtful, do not go.
2. If you encounter deteriorating weather while enroute, turn around.
3. Do not fly into snow, rain, or reduced visibilities.
4. Do not fly under a low or lowering ceiling.
5. Do not fly over a broke to overcast layer or over ground fog.
6. The 180 degree turn, executed in time, is the best life preserver you have.

Operating in Snow or Rain
Taxi no faster than you can walk, with the elevator full aft to eliminate any bouncing of the
nose gear over patches of snow or uneven pavement.
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Cold Weather Operations
The preparation and ground operation of the aircraft, after it has been sitting in very low
temperatures, may present particular problems. In such cases, the instructor and student
should use the proper procedures as outlined in the pilot operating handbook.
Under no circumstances should a pilot take off with any snow, ice, sleet, or frost adhering to
the wings or tail of the aircraft. If any engine gauges are out of the normal range, a takeoff
should be delayed until all gauges are in the normal range. Colorado Northwestern
Community College aircraft should be placed in a heated hangar during extended periods of
non-activity (one hour or more). This would preclude the special procedures needed for start.

Fire Precautions and Procedures
Smoking is prohibited on the airport grounds, hangar area, ramp area, and in flight.
Refueling must be accomplished with appropriate fire extinguisher and static ground lines.
Students must be aware of where fire extinguishers and fuel shut off switches are located at
the fuel farm, aircraft hangars, and terminal building.
Always follow the Pilot Operating Handbook for the individual aircraft.

Re-dispatch Procedures after Un-programmed Landings, On or Off
Airport
Each student is responsible for the safe outcome of the flight and if conditions require a
forced landing they must notify their flight instructor immediately, this will initiate the redispatch process.
Your flight instructor will pass the information to the Chief Flight Instructor, Assistant Chief
Flight Instructor, Program Director, and aircraft maintenance. After a determination is made
the flight may be re-dispatched through MyFBO at the discretion of the Chief Flight Instructor
or Program Director.
Under no circumstances is a student allowed to depart after making an unplanned landing at
an airport not specified in the flight planned route without being re-dispatched.
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Aircraft Discrepancies and Approval to Return-to-Service
Determinations
All aircraft discrepancies are required to be documented by the PIC on the discrepancy log
located in the clipboard for that aircraft. During a solo flight, the student must also notify the
flight instructor. The aircraft will be grounded until appropriate action has been taken.
The flight instructor will pass the discrepancy along to the Chief Flight Instructor or Program
Director and maintenance personnel.

Determination of Airworthiness
Students are not authorized to determine if an aircraft is airworthy after a discrepancy has
been found. Students will fill out the discrepancy log, ground the aircraft, and notify the flight
instructor. The flight instructor and student will refer to FAR 91.213(d) and follow the
procedure for inoperative instruments and equipment. If the flight instructor determines it is
not airworthy, the plane will remain grounded. If located at Rangely, the keys and clipboard
will be given to maintenance. If the flight instructor determines that under FAR 91.213(d) the
aircraft is airworthy, it may be deferred as outlined below.

Procedures for Starting and Taxiing Aircraft
As a student pilot of CNCC you will use and follow all appropriate checklists found in the Pilot
Operating Handbook (POH) for the aircraft you will be flying. This includes normal starting, hot
starting, and cold weather starting procedures. Each student must ensure they are familiar
with all emergency procedures outlined in the POH and can locate these procedures in a
timely manner.

Taxiing of Aircraft
1. All pilots will exercise extreme caution and clear 360 degrees around the aircraft before
starting the engine.
2. Pilots shall not exceed 5 kts in congested areas. All aircraft must be taxied in a safe and
reasonable manner.
3. The anti-collision lights shall be left in the “ON” position at all times.
4. All control surfaces will be adjusted to the wind direction as per the aircraft POH.
5. Lower power settings will be used for taxi. Do not taxi with 1000 RPM or more and brakes
applied. This causes undue wear on the brake pads.
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Note: Procedures listed in Advisory Circular AC 91-73B will be followed at all times.

Tow Bar Operation
The tow bar will not be left attached to an aircraft in any circumstance while outside the
hangar. If you are moving an aircraft while outside the hangar you must remove the tow bar
and place it in the aircraft immediately prior to leaving the front of the aircraft.

Fuel Reserves for Local and Cross-Country Flights
All dual and solo flights, local and cross-country will flight plan to have one hour reserve fuel.
This insures an extra margin of safety within FAR's 91.151 for VFR and 91.167 for IFR.
Note: Be sure to have the company credit cards with you. It is required that all pilots return
the credit cards immediately following a flight.

Avoidance of Other Aircraft
CNCC aircraft shall not be operated closer than 500 ft. from other aircraft. All aircraft must
comply with the current Federal Aviation Regulations.

Radio Communication Procedures
All pilots in the traffic pattern at Rangely will monitor the Rangely Unicom frequency (122.80
MHz) for traffic and advisory information.
While in the practice areas, all pilots will monitor Unicom, make routine position reports, and
always keep their eyes outside the aircraft. Remember clear the area always before
maneuvering the aircraft.
The radios will be used to advise other pilots of intended operations. Arriving and departing
traffic will use the radio procedures listed in the AIM.

Minimum Altitude Limitations and Simulated Emergency Landing
Instructions
1. CNCC students and faculty must comply with Title 14 CFR Part 91.119.
2. No solo emergency practice is allowed.

Instructions Regarding the use of Assigned Practice Areas
Students must become familiar with the location and boundaries of the various practice areas.
A map showing all approved practice areas will be issued to each student.
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Before going on a local flight, the student will be assigned a practice area on the sign-out
board located in downstairs briefing room. The student will remain within that area to avoid
the possibility of conflict with aircraft in other practice areas.
Upon return from the flight, the student ensures their name is removed from the sign-out
board.
During the sign out processes the student must include the student’s name, instructor’s name
if a dual flight, location of the practice area, and duration of the flight.

Use of Checklists
Proper preflight and operation of an aircraft involves the use of the manufacturer
recommended checklist. Students are always required to use an approved checklist in all
phases of ground and flight operations. If you preflight an aircraft that does not contain a
checklist, notify your flight instructor and one will be provided.

Traffic Pattern at 4V0
To expedite the flow of traffic and reduce the possibility of collision, pilots must closely adhere
to the prescribed traffic patterns.
If, on approach to landing, it is apparent touchdown will not be in the first third of the runway,
the pilot shall initiate a go-around with full power and make another approach.
Students and instructors should enter the pattern in the safest and most expedient condition
allowable under present circumstances.
Two aircraft may not use the runway simultaneously for purposes of taking off or landing. If
there is more than one aircraft in the traffic pattern, pilots should plan their patterns to give
the aircraft ahead time to land and take off again, or to land and taxi clear of the active
runway.
If on final approach to landing and the runway is occupied, the pilot should execute a go
around. Do not over-fly the aircraft on the ground but alter flight path to the safest side
(usually to the right of the runway, or in Rangely to the north) and keep visual contact and
separation from the aircraft.

Cross Country Flight Considerations
Every cross-country flight, whether by a private or commercial student, must be authorized by
the instructor with an appropriate endorsement. No unauthorized overnight trips will be
allowed. Students delayed by weather or mechanical trouble are required to follow this list,
which is attached to each aircraft and clipboard.
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Contact with ATC must be utilized during each cross-country flight (in the form of filing a flight
plan or getting VFR flight following).
The student is advised that they can be held liable for any expense incurred if they fail to close
a flight plan on time. An example of such expenses is search and rescue.
In case of weather, maintenance, or any problems on a solo cross country:
1. Land at the nearest airport.
2. Secure the aircraft.
3. Cancel your flight plan.
4. Call your flight instructor.

Servicing Aircraft
1. At the completion of training your aircraft must be fueled to an appropriate level.
2. Windows will be cleaned regularly as necessary. Use only the cleaner and rags provided.
Use only an up and down motion when cleaning the windows and not a circular motion.
3. The airplanes will be kept free of trash, pop cans, paper, etc. You put it in, you take it out!
4. The flight is not terminated until the control lock and pitot cover are installed, master
switch checked off, and the airplane properly secured.
The airplanes will be kept free of trash, pop cans, paper, etc. You put it in, you take it

Aircraft Fueling Procedures
1. Aircraft must be properly grounded during fueling.
2. No occupants are allowed in aircraft during any fueling operations.
3. Be sure that fuel caps are secure after fueling.
4. Fuel must be checked before each flight and after fueling operations for water and/or
contamination, proper color and odor.
Note: Please watch the hose so that it does not rub on the engine cowling while fueling. Also,
do not release the hose and ground cable and let them rewind freely, you will need to keep
tension on the hose and cable as they rewind.
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Oil Level
CNCC aircraft will never be operated below the manufactures recommended oil level. Consult
your pilot operating handbook to verify oil limitations.

Securing of Aircraft When Not in Use
Parking of Aircraft
1. After each flight the aircraft must be parked and secured in one of the parking spaces or
stored in the hangar.
2. The aircraft must be properly tied down, chocked, gust lock installed, and the aircraft keys
returned immediately to the student’s flight instructor.
3. Aircraft will be cleaned up after each flight. Remove all trash from cockpit and cabin areas.
Clean or arrange to have any liquid debris cleaned. What you mess up, clean up.
4. Slide the seats all the way back for easy access of next flight.
5. Neatly fasten the seat belts and stow shoulder harnesses to retain a professional
appearance.
6. Complete all paperwork and remove all personal belongings.
Leave the aircraft the way you would like to find it!
Hangaring of Aircraft
1. Aircraft shall be stopped at a safe distance from the hangar doors, the aircraft will be
pulled inside.
2. Engines will not be operated in any hangar.
3. An instructor must be present while aircraft are moved in or out of CNCC hangars.
4. The opening or closing of the hangar doors will be done by an instructor or maintenance
personnel.
5. During the winter months, the airplanes are kept in the hangar overnight, so all planes
must be removed from the hangar every morning and put away every evening.
6. If you preflight an aircraft in the hangar you should never drain any fuel or oil on to the
hangar floor.
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7. Before climbing on the airplane to check fuel quantity, make sure that the airplane will not
touch another aircraft in the hangar while you are doing so. If there is danger of hitting
another aircraft, wait until the airplane is outside.
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Appendix I. Approved Airport List
If airport is not listed, authorization may be received from the Chief Flight Instructor or
Program Director.
Solo Approved Airports
Big Piney, WY
KBPI
Billings, MT
KBIL
Bozeman, MT
KBZN
Canyonlands, UT
KCNY
Cody, WY
KCOD
Cortez, CO
KCEZ
Craig, CO
KCAG
Delta, CO
KAJZ
Dutch John, UT
33U
Durango, CO
KDRO
Eagle, CO
KEGE
Farmington, NM
KFMN
Gallup, NM
KGUP
Grand Junction, CO
KGJT
Green River, UT
U34
Gunnison, CO
KGUC
Hayden, CO
KHDN
Heber City, UT
KHCR
Idaho Falls, ID
KIDA
Logan, UT
KLGU
Meeker, CO
KEEO
Montrose, CO
KMTJ
Page, AZ
KPGA
Pocatello, ID
KPIH
Price, UT
KPUC
Provo, UT
KPVU
Rawlings, WY
KRWL
Rifle, CO
KRIL
Riverton, WY
KRIW
Rock Springs, WY
KRKS
Roosevelt, UT
74V
St. George, UT
KSGU
Steamboat Springs, CO
KSBS
Vernal, UT
KVEL
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Dual Only/Authorized by Chief Flight Instructor
or Program Director
Alamosa, CO
KALS
Aspen, CO
KASE
Buena Vista, CO
KAEJ
Canyon City, CO
1V6
Centennial, CO
KAPA
Colorado Springs, CO
KCOS
Colorado Air and Space Port, CO
KCFO
Colorado Springs/Meadow Lake, CO
KFLY
Crawford, CO
99V
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO
KFNL
Greeley, CO
KGXY
Jackson Hole, WY
KJAC
La Junta, CO
KLHX
Leadville, CO
KLXV
Pagosa Springs, CO
KPSO
Pueblo, CO
KPUB
Rocky Mountain Metro, CO
KBJC
Salida, CO
KANK
Salt Lake City, UT
KSLC
Telluride, CO
KTEX
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Appendix II. Chain of Command
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